Evaluation of specificity and effects of monoclonal antibodies submitted to the Eighth Human Leucocyte Differentiation Antigen Workshop on rotavirus-cell attachment and entry.
Rotavirus infection of permissive cells is a multi-step process that requires interaction with several cell surface receptors. Integrins alpha2beta1, alpha4beta1, alphaXbeta2, and alphavbeta3 are involved in the attachment and entry into permissive cells for many rotavirus strains. However, possible roles of known partners of these integrins in this process have not been studied. Here, the specificities of new monoclonal antibodies directed to beta1 and beta2 integrins were determined using integrin-transfected cells. The ability of monoclonal antibodies to integrin partners CD82, CD151, CD321, and CD322 to bind rotavirus-permissive cell lines (MA104, Caco-2, and RD) and K562 cells expressing or lacking alpha4beta1 also was investigated. CD82 and CD151 were expressed on K562, alpha4-K562, and RD cells. CD321-specific antibodies bound K562, alpha4-K562, MA104, and Caco-2 cells. CD322 expression was detected on MA104 but not Caco-2 cells. Antibodies to CD82, CD151, CD321, and CD322 that bound these cells were investigated for their ability to inhibit cellular attachment and entry by rotaviruses. Antibody blockade of these integrin-associated proteins did not affect cell attachment or entry of the integrin-using rhesus rotavirus RRV or porcine rotavirus CRW-8, which uses alpha4beta1 integrin for infection. Antibody blockade of CD322 did not alter cell attachment or infectivity by human rotavirus strain RV-3, so RV-3 infection was independent of CD322. Overall, these studies indicate that CD82, CD151, CD321, and CD322 are unlikely to play a role in rotavirus-cell binding or entry.